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Outside The Box
A marshfront house artfully fuses traditional elements with an active modern lifestyle
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“O

nce, when we were
sailing around Italy,
it seemed like every-one lived in a
tower,” recalls Susan
Herlong.“Then after
we returned home,
we’d go sailing and
notice lighthouses and think, ‘Wouldn’t it
be great to live in one?’”
Such musings formed the nucleus of a
design two years ago when she and her

•
Walking the Plank: The Herlong family, including their two terriers, Kipper and Cocoa, enjoy an active
boating lifestyle. Steve even boats to the office or to get a fresh perspective for waterfront house designs.

Lofty Living: The marshfront lot originally housed
a small cottage listed as a teardown. The Herlongs
relocated it on the island and rehabilitated it
before building their new energy-conscious home.
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husband, Steve, decided to build their
dream home on the marshfront lot they
had bought on Sullivan’s Island. The
dwelling would be based on a shared
vision that was a culmination of their travels, their South Carolina upbringing, and
the island life they had come to love over
15 years of residing on Sullivan’s Island.
But besides lofty towers, other considerations dictated the design as well: “The
focus on Sullivan’s over the last few years

has been to retain the architectural heritage of the island and the scale of the original cottages,” explains Steve, founder and
principal of Herlong & Associates, a local
architecture and interior design firm. “We
hoped to create something that people
would walk into 20 years after the house
was finished and not be able to date it,”
Susan adds.
Toward this purpose, Steve took cues
from existing dwellings on the island.
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Panorama: A second-story
porch overlooks The Cove,
which flows into Charleston
Harbor to the west and the
Intracoastal Waterway to the
east. Susan hand painted the
plantation chairs and allowed
them to weather naturally.
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•
Island Chic: The porch in the third story of the tower catches breezes and provides sweeping views of
the marsh and creek. An oculus (right) on the third-floor landing offers an interesting rooftoop vignette.
“The street-side façade is a simple, onestory gabled home that doesn’t overpower
existing dwellings,” he points out. But with
two teenage daughters (and two dogs, to
boot) plus an active social life, Steve
addressed the family’s needs for ample living and entertaining space by making the
rear of the house multistory. And, of
course, the couple indulged their fanciful
dream with the heightened drama of the
126
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“lighthouse” tower abutting the northeast
corner of the house.
Furthermore, Steve’s design called for an
inverted floor plan with bedrooms on the
second floor of the raised dwelling and the
public areas on the third floor above. From
its elevated perch, the living area takes full
advantage of the sweeping panorama of the
creek, marsh, Intracoastal Waterway, and
even the distant Ravenel Bridge. In the liv-
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“We hoped to create something that people
would walk into 20 years after the house was
finished and not be able to date it.”
—Susan Herlong, homeowner

ing room-kitchen, a window-filled wall and
glass doors that open onto ample porches
serve as transitional spaces that foster an
easy conversation between the house’s
interior and the surrounding landscape.
The waterfront façade faces north, thus
taking in sweeping views from east to
west and providing endless sunset opportunities for Susan’s newfound hobby,
painting. She appreciates the fact that
plentiful windows allow family and guests
to appreciate brilliant sunsets even from
the kitchen and living room.
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•
Art of Nature: A painting above the travertine fireplace is a creation by friend Debbie Sargent Hankinson, who took art classes with Susan and is a descendent of
famous American portrait artist John Singer Sargent. A seagrass rug defines the seating area, marked by comfortable sofas.
An open floor plan on the main living
level allows an unbroken view, with only a
large island subtly demarcating kitchen
and living room (“They’re essentially one
room,” Susan explains). Even the break
created by the island is softened, as cabinetmaker Butch Pritchard chose to surface
the counter with the same deep walnut
that covers the floors. The overarching
theme is integrated living, a sense heightened by the barrel-vaulted ceiling that runs
the length of the living room-kitchen.
The soaring 14-foot ceiling is lapped in
beaded cypress boards, forming the image
of an inverted hull that recalls the cou-
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ple’s time living aboard a sailboat (even
today, Steve often commutes to his Isle of
Palms office by motorboat). “But it also
reminds me of the roof of the barn where
I grew up outside Columbia,” Susan says.
The ceiling is punctuated with a clerestory
dormer window that helps flood the living
area with light. With the absence of walls,
functional beams span the ceiling, providing vital support.
Steve introduced a subtle detail to the
beams that relates to the island’s architectural heritage: he encased them in rusty
steel, a common construction material in
many of the numerous dwellings that once

•
Heavy Metal: The open floorplan on the third level
requires beams to bolster exterior walls. The supports are encased in rusted steel, a detail repeated
in the second-story sitting room (opposite).
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served Fort Moultrie. “Sean Ahern of
Ahern’s Anvil left the metal outside
for a year to get just the right patina,” says
Theresa Bishop, an interior designer with
Herlong Associates who, along with colleague Sarah Melançon, closely collaborated with Susan and Steve in furnishing the
house. Bishop points out that such subtle
touches demonstrate how the couple is
open to taking risks, but not in a haphazard
way. “Another prime example is the way
the cypress-covered barrel-vaulted ceiling
reflects the family’s nautical interests without being kitschy or campy,” Bishop says.
The master bedroom on the story
below also reflects the island’s heritage
and the Herlongs’ love affair with the
water by drawing on two concepts that
seamlessly intersect. First, the bedroom
occupies the second level of the fourstory “lighthouse” turret (the third-story
of the tower, which opens above into a
fourth-story lantern level girdled with
windows, serves as a porch accessed
from the kitchen). Susan points out a
large copy of a photograph of the nowvanished 19th-century Sullivan’s Island
lighthouse and calls attention to similarities between it and the exterior of her

•
Rusted Root: A steel fireplace surround designed
by Sarah Melançon recalls material commonly
used in Fort Moultrie.
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•
Suite Dreams: The master bedroom recalls a sleeping porch. White shakes and a fabric headboard get
pops of color from Celadon throw pillows, and white slipcovered chairs from Morris Sokol form an intimate
seating area. A photo of the 19th-century Sullivan’s Island lighthouse echoes the tower’s architecture.
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own “lighthouse” structure.
Second, from the inside, the octagonal
room bears an intentional resemblance to a
sleeping porch commonly found on old
beach cottages. Windows surround three
sides of the room to take in the water view,
and walls are painted cedar shake, which,
along with a rough-finished wooden ceiling, reinforces the porch feel.Two exteriorstyle lanterns suspended from the ceiling
illuminate the airy room after the sun sets.
The master bath has spare lines and minimalist fixtures, reminiscent of an open-air
beach shower. One of Steve’s signature
touches graces the walk-in shower: a window set cheerily in the wall overlooks the
marsh. “It allows me to check the weather
while getting ready in the morning,” Steve
jokes. “But seriously, why waste this view?”
On the opposite side of the master
bedroom, an intimate den the Herlongs
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Living Large: The kitchen, dining room, and living room are open
to form one big entertaining space. The hand-scraped walnut dining
room table extends to 16 places—big enough to accommodate the
extended family.
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•
Spa Treatment: An upholstered bench creates a
lounging area beside the outdoor hot tub that
overlooks the marsh.t
have dubbed “the morning kitchen” has
quickly established itself as a favorite spot
for early coffee. Although a bit of a misnomer, the morning kitchen sports a wet
bar with an all-important coffeepot and
kitchenette but is dominated by comfortable couches and chairs anchored by a
large fireplace clad in the same rusted
metal featured on the beams upstairs. As
throughout the rest of the house, organic
colors in both wall paints and fabrics
were carefully chosen so as not to compete with the natural surroundings.
“We didn’t go crazy with color, but we
did use pops of color sparingly—such as
the blue paint on the bedroom window
trim—to create some drama,” says Bishop.
“Because light plays such a significant role,
we tested out colors at different times and
over various seasons,” she adds,“but we got
pretty lucky because our initial instincts
about paint colors worked.” Overall, both
wall colorings and furnishings are neutral,
yet not dark or heavy. A lot of ambers,
mossy greens, and beiges echo the natural
palette of sunsets, marsh grass, pluff
mud, and sand.
A meandering open-air living area on
J U LY 2 0 0 8
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“Everybody has started coming over to hang
out here. It’s exactly what we planned.”
—Steve Herlong, homeowner

•
That Evening Sun: The Herlongs never tire of
observing Carolina sunsets. A tabby fireplace (top)
serves as a focal point in the outdoor living room,
which has become a favorite gathering place.
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the ground floor goes from somnolent to
energetic to festive as the girls come and
go with their friends or guests gather for
a party. “The girls are teenagers now, and
everybody has started coming over to
hang out here,” says Steve. “It’s exactly
what we planned.”
Wicker furniture drawn up at various
spots on brick pavers and the tabby and
cedar shake-clad support columns work in
tandem to create separate “rooms” that are
further defined by a small swimming pool
and hot tub overlooking the family dock.
An outdoor fireplace nestled in a corner
and a television recessed in one wall offers
a favorite spot to hunker down with college football on a fall Saturday afternoon
or the paper on a Sunday morning. “The

great thing about this space is that it’s outdoors and takes full advantage of the
views, but it’s still sheltered,” says Bishop.
“And decorating down here was such a
family affair—even the girls got involved
in planning it.”
Overall, the house brings to mind the
perfect interplay of frequently competing
elements that, when properly balanced,
create such harmony: it’s gracious without
being ostentatious; functional without
sacrificing form; rustic without being
unsophisticated. But most important,
there’s that view that constantly recalls
the joys of living in the heart of the Lowcountry. Now instead of sailing for the
sunset, the Herlongs allow the sunset to
come to them.

